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THE PRIME RADICAL IN SPECIAL JORDAN RINGS

BY

T. S. ERICKSON AND S. MONTGOMERY

Abstract. If R is an associative ring, we consider the special Jordan ring R+,

and when R has an involution, the special Jordan ring S of symmetric elements.

We first show that the prime radical of R equals the prime radical of R+, and that

the prime radical of R intersected with S is the prime radical of S. Next we give an

elementary characterization, in terms of the associative structure of R, of primeness

of S. Finally, we show that a prime ideal of R intersected with S is a prime Jordan

ideal of S.

I. Introduction. Using constructions of I. N. Herstein, Kevin McCrimmon [5]

has related the Jacobson radical of an associative ring R to the Jacobson radical

of the special Jordan ring R+, and when R has an involution, to the Jacobson

radical of the Jordan ring S of symmetric elements of R. More specifically, he has

shown:

(1) The Jacobson radical of R+ coincides with the Jacobson radical of R.

(2) The Jacobson radical of S coincides with the Jacobson radical of R intersected

with S.

In this paper we first prove analogous results for the prime radical (or lower nil

radical) of R. Then, using these theorems, we give an elementary characterization,

in terms of the associative structure of a ring with involution, of primeness of the

Jordan ring of symmetric elements. Finally, we examine the relationships between

prime ideals of R, R+, and S.

The methods of proof differ from McCrimmon's since we use absolute zero

divisors (see definition below) in special Jordan rings. Absolute zero divisors were

examined by N. Jacobson [2] to obtain a structure theorem for semisimple Jordan

algebras satisfying descending chain conditions on inner ideals. McCrimmon [4]

extended these results to semisimple quadratic Jordan algebras (with the same

chain conditions) with no restriction on the characteristic. Their results are

analogous to the Artin-Wedderburn theorems for associative rings; however, in

the Jordan theory, the concept of semisimplicity was expressed in terms of the

absence of nonzero absolute zero divisors rather than in terms of a radical being

zero. McCrimmon [6] has since defined the Jacobson radical for quadratic Jordan

algebras, and has shown that with the chain conditions mentioned above, the
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absence of absolute zero divisors is equivalent to the Jacobson radical being zero.

In associative rings, it is well known that the absence of Jordan absolute zero

divisors is equivalent to the prime radical being zero. We will show that, in an

associative ring with involution, S has no absolute zero divisors if and only if the

prime radical of S is zero. No chain conditions will be imposed.

Since we will discuss arbitrary rings, there are two possible approaches we may

take in considering R + as a Jordan ring. The more traditional approach, as in the

work of Herstein, is to define the Jordan product by x ° y=xy+yx. Alternatively,

we could use the quadratic Jordan ring of McCrimmon, with the quadratic operator

xUy=yxy and the binary composition x2. The major difference between these

definitions is tha* the notion of ideal in a quadratic Jordan ring is more restrictive:

using x o y—xy+yx, an ideal / of R+ is simply an additive subgroup of R closed

under x o y, where x e I, y e R; but in a quadratic Jordan ring an ideal / must, in

addition, be closed under xUy, yUx, and x2, where x e I, y e R.

Except for several cases in which stronger results may be obtained for quadratic

Jordan rings, the theorems in this paper are valid for both types of Jordan rings.

However, to simplify the presentation we will assume only that ideals are closed

under x ° y, unless otherwise specified. In the instances in which we consider R

only as a quadratic Jordan ring, we will use the notation "/?«" instead of R+.

Finally, it should be noted that the only properties of S that will be used are

(1) r + r* e S, (2) rsr* e S, and (3) s2 e S for r e R, s e S. Thus, everything proven

for S will actually hold for any subring T satisfying (1) through (3) above. This fact

will be needed in §111 to state another version of Theorem 7.

The definitions of semiprime and prime Jordan ideals are due to Chester Tsai

[7]. In the following, / is a Jordan ring and ideals of J are Jordan ideals.

(1) P is aprime ideal of J ii AUB^P, where A and B are ideals of/, implies that

A^P or B^P.

(2) J is a prime Jordan ring if (0) is a prime ideal.

(3) Q is a semiprime ideal of J if AUA^ Q, where A is an ideal of J, implies that

A^Q.
(4) The prime radical P(J) of / is the intersection of the prime ideals.

(5) J is a semiprime Jordan ring if (0) is a semiprime ideal of /.

Theorem (Tsai). The intersection of the semiprime ideals of J coincides with the

intersection of the prime ideals. Thus, J is semiprime if and only ifP(J) = (0).

Although Tsai's proof of this theorem is for classical Jordan algebras, it is easy

to see that the same proof works for our special Jordan rings discussed above.

The element a e J is said to be an absolute zero divisor if JUa = (0) ; that is, if

aja = 0, all je J. We make the following definition: Q is a strongly semiprime ideal

of J if J£/0£ g implies that ae Q.

Definition (McCrimmon). The lower radical L(J) of a Jordan ring / is the

intersection of the strongly semiprime ideals of J.
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R will always denote an associative ring; if R has an involution *, S will be the

set of symmetric elements of R. The prime radical ( = lower nil radical) of R will

be denoted by N. We will also say that R is semiprime if R contains no nonzero

nilpotent ideals, and that Q is a semiprime ideal of R if R/Q is semiprime.

II. The prime radical and semiprime ideals. In this section, we will investigate

the relationship between the prime radical of R and the prime radicals of R+, R",

and S. We will also investigate the relationship between the lower radical and the

prime radical of S. We first prove a theorem which is valid for any quadratic

Jordan ring.

Theorem 1. Let J be a quadratic Jordan ring and Q be a quadratic ideal of J.

IfQ is a strongly semiprime ideal of J, then Q is a semiprime ideal of J.

Proof. Suppose A is a quadratic ideal of/ such that AUAQ. Q. Since A is a quad-

ratic ideal of J, tUaUseA for aeA, and s,tej. Therefore, tUaUsUae Q. But

tUaUsUa = tUsUa by the fundamental identity for quadratic Jordan rings. Since Q

is strongly semiprime and t is arbitrary, sUa e Q, which, in turn, implies a e Q by

the same reasoning. Thus, A^Q, and Q is a semiprime ideal of/.

Corollary. If J is a quadratic Jordan ring, then L(J)^P(J).

In the remainder of this section, R will be an associative ring with involution *,

and S the symmetric elements of R. We will now focus on showing that the prime

radical of S coincides with the prime radical N of R intersected with S. As a first

step, we prove a theorem relating semiprime ideals in R to semiprime ideals of S.

Theorem 2. If Q is a semiprime ideal of R, then Q n S is a strongly semiprime

ideal of S and is a semiprime ideal of S.

Proof. Q n S is obviously an ideal of S. Suppose a e S and aSa^ Q n 5. We

want to show as Q. Let x be any element of R. Then xax* e S so that axax*a

eQr\S. Also x+x*sS so that a(x + x*)a=axa+ax*ae Q n S. Write axa

= —ax*a+q for some q e Q n S. Then we have axaxa= —axax*a + axq e Q for

any x e R. Linearizing on x, axaya + ayaxa e Q for all x,y e R. Multiplying by xa

on the right gives axayaxa + ayaxaxa s Q. Since ay(axaxa) s Q, we have

axayaxa e Q. But Q is a semiprime ideal of R ; thus, axa e Q for all xe R, which,

in turn, implies as Q n S. Therefore, Q n S is a strongly semiprime ideal of S.

To show that Q n S is a semiprime ideal of S, we assume A is an ideal of S,

such that AUAç Q n S. Thus, abasQnS for all a, b s A and a3 e Q n S for all

aeA.

Now as+sa s A for se S, so a(as+sa)a e Q n S. a2sa+asa2 e Q n S. Thus,

(a2sa+asa2)a s Q. But a3 s Q, so asa3 e Q, and we have a2sa2 s Q n S. Since

Q n S is strongly semiprime, we have a2 e Qr\ S. Now (as+sa)2 = asas+sasa

+as2s+as2ae Q n S, so (as+sà)2a s Q. Since a2 e Q n S, sasa2, sa2sa, and

as2a2 s Q. Thus, asasa s Q r\ S. Linearizing as above, we have asatasa s Q n S.
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But Q n S is strongly semiprime in S, so asa e Q n S, which, in turn, implies

a e Q n S.

Note that for quadratic Jordan rings, the last portion of Theorem 2 is unneces-

sary, since strongly semiprime implies semiprime by Theorem 1 above. Also, it is

only necessary to assume that Q n S is a strongly semiprime ideal of S in order to

do the last portion of Theorem 2.

Lemma 1. N n S^P(S) n L(S).

Proof. Let Ji denote the set of all ideals M such that M n 5sP(5) n /,(£). By

Zorn's lemma, we choose a maximal element M in ^#. Then M is semiprime, for

if (J/M)2 = (0) in /?/M, then /2çM. Thus, (J n S)UUnS)çSUUnS)çS n RUj

S5 n/2gS n MçP(S) nL(5). But (7nS)i/(;nS)çP(S) implies Jn S^P(S)

and SUUnS)^L(S) implies J n S^L(S). Hence JeJt. Since M is maximal in

*#, /=M and Af is semiprime. Therefore, NzM and /Vn 5sMn 5sP(5)

n L(5).

Using Theorem 2 and Lemma 1, we are now able to show that JVn S=P(S)

=L(S).

Theorem 3. If R is an associative ring with involution *, N is the prime radical

of R and S is the set of symmetric elements of R, then the prime radical and the

lower radical of S coincide with Nr\S:Nn S=P(S)=L(S).

Proof. By Theorem 2, N n S is semiprime and strongly semiprime in S. But

P(S) and L(S) are the smallest such ideals, so N n S^P(S) and N n 52L(5).

The reverse inclusions follow easily from Lemma 1.

Corollary. S is a semiprime Jordan ring if and only if S has no nonzero absolute

zero divisors.

Theorem 4. If R+ denotes R as a Jordan ring, then N=P(R+)=L(R+)=P(R9)
=L(R*).

Proof. Let A = R ® R°, where R° is the opposite ring of R, and give A the

exchange involution. Then SA, the symmetric elements of A, are given by

SA={(r, r°) | r e R}. Note that SA~R+ as Jordan rings.

If NA denotes the lower nil radical of A, then by Theorem 3, P(SA)=L(SA)

=NA n SA = (N ®N)n SA~N+. Thus, P(R+)=L(R+) = N. The same argument

holds true for R".

Corollary 1. R is a semiprime associative ring if and only if R+ is a semiprime

Jordan ring if and only if R" is a semiprime quadratic Jordan ring.

Corollary 2. Let Q be an ideal of R. Then Q is a semiprime ideal of R if and

only if Q+ is a semiprime Jordan ideal of R + .

Proof. Note that (R/Q) + ~R+/Q+ as Jordan rings and apply Corollary 1.
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We conclude this section with an additional result for R as a quadratic Jordan

ring.

Theorem 5. Let R be an associative ring. Then Q is a strongly semiprime quadratic

ideal of R" if and only if Q is a semiprime ideal of R.

Proof. Suppose Q is a semiprime ideal of R; then Q is obviously a quadratic

ideal of R". Suppose aRaQ Q. Then as Q since Q is a semiprime ideal of R.

Suppose Q is a strongly semiprime quadratic ideal of R". For q e Q and

x, yeR, q(xy)(qx) + (qx)(xy)qe Q since Q is a quadratic ideal of R". But

q(xxy)q s Q for the same reason, so we have qxyqx s Q. Since Q is strongly semi-

prime, qxe Q and, thus, Q is a right ideal of R. Similarly, xqyxq e Q and xq s Q,

so Q is an ideal of R. Suppose aRaç Q. Then a e Q. Therefore, Q is a semiprime

ideal of R.

III. Primeness and prime ideals. In this section, we show that S being a prime

Jordan ring is equivalent to the following :

"If aSb = (0), where a, b s S, then a = 0 or b = 0."

Note that this condition looks very much like the condition for an associative ring

to be prime.

Theorem 6. If R is prime, then aSb = (0), a, b s S implies that a=0 or b=0.

Proof. We actually prove a somewhat stronger statement, that is, if aSb = (0)

where either a or b is in S, then a=0 or 6=0.

Say that a e S. Then xax* e S, so axax*b=Q, for any xeR. Applying *,

b*xax*a=0, all x s R. Linearizing on x, we have

b*xay*a+b*yax*a = 0,       all x, y s R.

Multiplying by xb,

b*xay*axb+b*yax*axb = 0,       all x, y s R.

Since ax*axb=0, b*xaRaxb = (0), as v was any element of R. Since R is prime, it

must happen that for each x s R, either axb = 0 or ax*b=0. But since x+x* s S,

a(x + x*)b = 0, and so axb=— ax*b. Thus, axb = 0, all x e R, so aRb = (Q). Using

again that R is prime, either a=0 or ¿>=0.

We now proceed to show that the aSb condition is actually equivalent to S being

prime. One direction is fairly easy.

Lemma 2. IfaSb = (0), a, b s S implies a=0 or b=0, then S is prime.

Proof. Assume that S is not prime, that is, BUA = {0), where A and B are ideals

of S. Thus, aba=0, for all a e A, b e B

Say that 5^(0), and choose b^0 in B. We will show that ^ = (0). Consider

A n B; A n B is an ideal of S and (A n B)UiAriB)=(Q). Since S certainly has no
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absolute zero divisors, S must be semiprime by the corollary to Theorem 3.

Thus, A n B=(0), as (0) is a semiprime ideal.

Now for any as A, ab + ba e A n B=(0), so ab= -ba. Thus, a2b= -aba=0.

Since this is true for any be B, replace b by bs+sb, any se S. Then a2(bs+sb) = 0

= a2bs+a2sb=a2sb. Since A^O and a2 e S, by the aSA condition we must have

a2=0, all ae A.

Let 5 be any element of S. Then ai+sa e A, so (a5+Äa)2=0 = ajaj+jaja+ja2a

+ íw2a. Thus, multiplying by a and using that a2=0, we see that asasa=0, all se S.

Linearizing on s gives, as usual, asarasa = 0, all r, s e S. This says that asa is an

absolute zero divisor in S, which is impossible. Thus, asa = 0, all s e S. By the same

argument, a = 0. Thus, ^4=(0).

Lemma 3. If S has no absolute zero divisors and aSb = (0), a, b e S, then axbxa=0

and bxaxb — Q, all x in R.

Proof. We show only that axbxa = 0, as the proof that bxaxb=0 is exactly the

same.

Since x+x* e S, axb= —ax*b, all x e R. Also, xax* e S, so axax*b=0. Thus,

axaxb= —axax*b—0, all x e R. Applying *, we see that also bxaxa=0. Linearizing

on x,

bxaya+by axa = 0,       all x, y e R.

Multiplying by xb, since axaxb=0, we have bxayaxb=0. Then bxayax*b=0,

since axb——ax*b, and, thus, (ax*Axa)5(ax*Axa)=(0). Since ax*bxa e S and S

has no absolute zero divisors, ax*bxa=0. But then axAxa=0.

Theorem 7. 5 is prime if and only ifaSb = (0)for a, be S implies a=0 or b=0.

Proof. From Lemma 2, it is enough to show that if S is prime, then S satisfies

the aSb condition. So, assume that S is prime but that aSb—0, some a,beS. By

the corollary to Theorem 3, S has no absolute zero divisors. By Lemma 3, axbxa = 0,

for any xe R. Linearizing on x, and multiplying by xb,

axbyaxb = 0,       all x, y e R.

But then axb e N, the lower nil radical of R, as axbR is a nilpotent ideal.

Applying *, bx*a e N for any x e R. As a result, aRb, bRa, RaRbR, and RbRaR are

all contained in N.

Let /= [a], the principal Jordan ideal of S generated by a, and let J=[b]. We will

show that JU¡=(0).

Note that aba=0, for since as+saeS, a(as+sa)b=0=a2sb+asab. Thus,

aSab = (0), so abaSaba = (0). Since S has no absolute zero divisors, aba=0.

Now JU,^RabaR + RaRbR+RbRaRzN, and since clearly JU,^S, we have

JU,çNn S. Since S is semiprime, P(S) = (0), so TV n S=(0) by Theorem 3. Thus,

JU,=(Q). But now since 5 is prime, /=(0) or /=(0), so a=0 or ¿>=0 and we are

done.
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Corollary. If R is a prime associative ring with *, then S is aprime Jordan ring.

Proof. Theorems 6 and 7.

It should be pointed out that the converse of the corollary (and of Theorem 6)

is false. For let R be any prime ring and let A = R © R°, where R° is the opposite

ring of R. Give A the exchange involution. Then the symmetric elements of A have

the aSb condition, since R is prime, and so SA is prime. However, A is certainly not

prime.

As another corollary to Theorem 7, we can now show that R being prime as an

associative ring is equivalent to R+ being prime as a Jordan ring.

Theorem 8. R is aprime associative ring if and only ifR+ is aprime Jordan ring.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4, we use A=R © R°. If R is prime, then 5,4

must be prime. For, say that (a, a°){r, r°)(b, b°)=0 for all r e R. This says that

(arb, (bra)°) = (0, 0)=0, or arb = 0, all r e R. Since R is prime, a=0 or 6 = 0. Thus,

SA satisfies the aSb condition, so is prime by Theorem 7. Since R+~SA as Jordan

rings, we have that R+ is prime.

Now assume that R+ is prime. If R is not prime, then AB=(0), A, B ideals of R.

But A and B are also ideals of R+, and AUBçAB=(0). Thus, A=(0) or 5=(0)

since R+ is prime, and, thus, R itself is prime.

Corollary. Let P be an ideal of R. Then P is a prime ideal of R if and only if

P+ is a prime Jordan ideal of R+.

Proof. Note that (R/P)+~R+/P+ as Jordan rings and apply Theorem 8.

Returning to a ring R with *, we next show that a weaker condition than R being

prime is sufficient for S to be prime.

Definition. A ring R with involution * is *-prime if AB=(0) implies A = (0) or

5=(0), where A and B are ideals of R with A* = A and B* = B.

Note that the ring A = R © R° discussed after Theorem 7 is *-prime even though

it is not prime. Also, it is fairly easy to show that any *-prime ring is semiprime

[3, p. 193].
As noted at the end of §1, our results are for more general Jordan rings than S.

A general form of Theorem 7 will be needed in the proof of Theorem 10.

Theorem 7'. Let R be an associative ring with * and let Tbea Jordan subring of S

such that

(1) x+x*sT,forallxsR;

(2) xtx* e T, for any teT and xe R;

(3) t2eT,foranytsT.

Then Tis aprime Jordan ring if and only ifaTb={0)for a,bs T implies a=0 or 6=0.

Theorem 9. If R is a *-prime ring with involution * and T satisfies the hypotheses

of Theorem T, then T is a prime Jordan ring.
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Proof. Assume that a77j = (0), where a,bsT. By Theorem 7', it will be enough

to show that a = 0 or 6=0. Since R is semiprime, T has no absolute zero divisors

(a simpler form of the proof of Theorem 6 shows this). Thus, by following the

computations in Lemma 3, we have axbxa = 0 = bxaxb, for all xsR. Then, as

usual, this implies axbyaxb = 0, all x, y s R. Since R is semiprime, this means

axb = 0, all x e R.

Let A = RaR and B = RbR. Certainly A* = A and B* = B since a, b s T^S, but

AB = (0). This contradicts R being *-prime unless A=(0) or B = (0). But then a = 0

or 6=0.

Corollary. IfR is *'-prime, S is a prime Jordan ring.

However, *-primeness is still not a necessary condition for S to be prime. Let

A = R@I, where Ris a prime ring with * and / satisfies 72=(0) and /* = —i, all

i e I. Then SA, the symmetric elements of A, equals the symmetric elements of R,

so is prime. Clearly, A is not *-prime since /*=/ and 72 = (0).

To conclude this section, we will prove for prime ideals the analog of Theorem 2.

Theorem 10. If R is a ring with * and P is a prime ideal of R, then P n S is a

prime Jordan ideal of S.

Proof. Consider.? n P*. SincePis prime, P* is also prime. Let R = R/(P n P*);

since (P n p*)*=P nP*, R has an induced involution. It is not difficult to check

that R is *-prime. Let S denote the image in R of the symmetric elements S of R.

Though S may not be all of the symmetric elements of R, S satisfies the hypotheses

for Tin Theorem 9 and, thus, is a prime Jordan ring.

ButS=S+(PnP*)/(PnP*)~S/(P np*n S) = S/(Pn S),since? nP* nS

=P n S. Since S/(P O S) is prime, P n S is a prime Jordan ideal of S.

IV. Further conditions for primeness. Although the aSb condition has the

advantage of looking like the condition for primeness of an associative ring, it has

the disadvantage that, in general, the element asb, where a, s, and 6 are in S, is not

a symmetric element. The conditions in the following theorem remedy this problem.

Theorem 11. If R is 2-torsion free, then the following properties are equivalent.

Moreover, for any characteristic, (1) and (2) are equivalent to (5).

(1) S is prime.

(2) aS6 = (0), a,bsS implies a = 0 or 6 = 0.

(3) i«7Oi6 = 0, a, bs S for all s e S implies a = 0 or 6 = 0 (where sUa¡b — asb + bsa).

(4) bUslIa = 0, a, be S for all s e S implies a = 0 or 6 = 0 (where bUsUa = asbsa).

(5) SUb Us Ua=(0) for all se S implies a = 0 or b=0.

Proof. That (1) and (2) are equivalent has already been done. It is also clear that

both (3) and (4) imply (2) ; thus, it will be enough to show that (2) implies (4) and

that (4) implies (3), and that (5) is equivalent to (2).
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We first show that (4) implies (3). Assume that (4) holds but that asb+bsa=0

all j e S for some a, b e S. We need a = 0 or A=0. Multiplying asb+bsa=0 on the

right by sa, we see asbsa + bsasa = 0. Multiplying asb + bsa = 0 on the left by as gives

asasb + asbsa = 0. Adding, 2asbsa + asasb + bsasa = 0. But a(sas)b + b(sas)a = 0

since sas e S, and so 2asbsa = 0. Thus, asbsa=0, and a=0 or A=0 by property (4).

The more difficult part is in showing that (2) implies (4). Assume that (2) holds

but that asbsa=0, all seS, for some a, b e S. We first see that this implies that

asb + bsa=0, all se S.To show this, by condition (2) it will be enough to show that

(asb+bsa)t(asb+bsa)=0, all t e S.

Linearizing asbsa=0, we see that

asbra+arbsa = 0,       all r,seS.

Thus,

asb(tbs+sbt)a+a(tbs+sbt)bsa = 0,       all s, t e S.

But

asb{sbt)a+a(tbs)bsa = a(sbs)bta+atb(sbs)a = 0,

and, thus, 2asbtbsa=0, so

asbtbsa = 0,       all s,teS.

But then bsasbtbsasb=0, so since bsasb e S, bsasb=0 by condition (2). Going

through the same process, we see that

bsatasb = 0,       all s,teS.

Multiplying atbsa+asbta=0 on the right by sb, we have atbsasb+asbtasb=0.

Since bsasb=0, we have asbtasb=0. By applying *, it is also seen that bsatbsa=0.

But now

(asb + bsa)t(asb + bsa) = asbtasb +asbtbsa + bsatasb+ bsatbsa — 0,

so that asb+bsa=0, all se S.

We are now able to show that a=0 or A=0. For, since asb= -bsa and bsasb = 0,

we have bsasa=0, bsbsa=0, asasb=0, and asbsb=0. Since arbsa+asbra=0, it is

also true that brasa+asarb=0. Multiplying on the right by sb, since asasb = 0, it

follows that

asarbsb = 0,       all r,seS.

But asa, bsb e S, so by the aSb condition, for any se S, asa=0 or bsb=0. It is

well known that, if/and g are linear maps, S-> R such that for each s e S,f(s)=0

or g(s)=0, then/(i) = 0 for all s e S or g(s)=0 for all se S. Hence, asa=0 for all

se S or AsA = 0 for all s e S. Therefore, a=0 or A=0.

Finally, (5) o (2). That (5) => (2) is trivial. Conversely, suppose asbtbsa=0 for

all s, t e S. We first show {asb}=asb + bsa=0 by showing {asb} S{asb} = (0). First
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bs(asbtbsa)sb = 0, so that bsasb=0. Replacing t by satas, we have asbsatasbsa=0,

which implies asbsa = 0. The usual linearization gives bsatbsa= —btasbsa = 0 for

t e S, and asbtasb = 0 by applying *. Finally, bsatasb = 0 since bsat(asbSbsa)tasb

= (0). Therefore, {asb} S {asb} = (0) and by (2), {asb} = 0. From this, 0 = asbtbsa

= — bsatbsa = bsbtasa. By (2), bsb = 0 or ajo = 0 for any s e S. Hence, bsb = 0 for all

s or ara = 0 for all s, and, lastly, 6 = 0 or a = 0.

Unfortunately, the conclusions of Theorem 11 do not hold if the characteristic

of R is 2. It is trivial that if S is prime, (3) need not hold ; simply let R be any ring

in which S is prime, and let a=6; or, let a and 6 centralize S. Condition (4) also

fails. For example, let F be a field of characteristic 2 and let R be the 2« x 2«

matrices over F. Let the involution be given by matrix transpose. Then if we let

a=elt and

/n
6 =

u
\

u/
aj6ja = 0 for all s s S. S is certainly prime in this example since R is prime.

The authors wish to thank the referee for his helpful suggestions.
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